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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
MPN SERIES

The shaft sealing systems adapt to the needs of the 
process, being able to 
install a wide range of market closures, whether 
simple, double in opposition and
balanced exteriors.

Sealing systems
The sealing systems cover the process needs 
with the possibility of installing a wide 
selection of market closures according to 
technical specification needs.
All the parts in contact with the process fluid 
are made of anticorrosive material, so there 
are no metallic parts in contact with the fluid.

CHARACTERISTICS

Flow rates up to 50 m3/h. 
Heights up to 50 m.c.l.

MATERIALS

PP 
PEH 
PVC 
PVDF 
PTFE
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The MPN series has a wide range of highly corrosive 
chemical related applications; Its use being common 
in small/medium scrubbers, lines 
of loading and recirculation of reagents covering 
the needs of the current industry in 
fields such as desalination, metallurgy and 
environmental industries.

ATEX 94/9/CE executions on request according to 
specifications.

Anticorrosive pumps monobloc 
version for a wide range of industrial processes. Its 
reliability and 
flexibility make them ideal for small/median 
installations frequently 
used. The constructive execution of the 
pump allows disassembly for repair 
operations maintenance without 
changing the location of the 
support-body assembly of the pump (pos 
01-03-31).



MECHANICAL DESIGN
MPN SERIES
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MATERIALS

-SF: PTFE+Vx1/CERAMIC

-SC: SSiC/SSiC

GASKETS:

-FPM/EPDM/PTFE/FFKMType SC

Tipo SE

Type 8622 DOUBLE IN OPPOSITION  - API plan 53/54 FLUSHING

OPERATION LIMITS: 

V=8,44 m/s     

P= 6 bar

MATERIALES

-PTFE+Vx1/CERAMIC -SSiC/SSiC

GASKETS: 

-FPM/EPDM/PTFE

OPERATION LIMITS: 

V=8 m/s     -     P= 9 bar

MATERIALES :  SSiC/SSiC

GASKETS:            FPM/EPDM 

OPERATION LIMITS:

V=25 m/s     

P= 10 bar

T= Up to 200°C

Type SF 
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DIMENSIONS CHART AND 
PERFORMANCE CURVES MPN SERIES
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DIMENSIONS CHART AND 
PERFORMANCE CURVES MPN SERIES
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